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Abstract: Photoacoustic laser streaming provides a versatile technique to manipulate liquids and
their suspended objects with light. However, only gold was used in the initial demonstrations. In
this work, we first demonstrate that laser streaming can be achieved with common non-plasmonic
metals such as Fe and W by their ion implantations in transparent substrates. We then investigate
the effects of ion dose, substrate material and thickness on the strength and duration of streaming.
Finally, we vary laser pulse width, repetition rate and power to understand the observed threshold
power for laser streaming. It is found that substrate thickness has a negligible effect on laser
streaming down to 0.1 mm, glass and quartz produce much stronger streaming than sapphire
because of their smaller thermal conductivity, while quartz exhibits the longest durability than
glass and sapphire under the same laser intensity. Compared with Au, Fe and W with higher
melting points show a longer lifetime although they require a higher laser intensity to achieve
a similar speed of streaming. To generate a continuous laser streaming, the laser must have a
minimum pulse repetition rate of 10 Hz and meet the minimum pulse width and energy to generate
a transient vapor layer. This vapor layer enhances the generation of ultrasound waves, which are
required for observable fluid jets. Principles of laser streaming and temperature simulation are
used to explain these observations, and our study paves the way for further materials engineering
and device design for strong and durable laser streaming.
© 2021 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1.

Introduction

The ability to manipulate or drive liquid is the basic requirement of many fluid-related applications
such as microfluidics [1,2], chemical microreactors [3], and bioscience systems [4,5]. Optical
techniques of fluid control can offer more advantages over conventional mechanical methods with
non-contact, precise temporal-spatial liquid actuation and low fabrication cost [1]. However, most
optical techniques that utilize effects such as optical radiation pressure [6], thermocapillarity [4,7],
photophoresis [8], and optoelectrowetting [9] suffer from a weak liquid-driving force. Recently
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discovered photoacoustic laser streaming overcomes this limitation by combining photoacoustic
effect with strong acoustic streaming, and subsequent demonstration of photoacoustic laser pumps
by Au ion implantation in quartz has allowed people to generate flow from any point in a large
area quartz slide [10–12]. These pioneer works and other related developments have established
the principle of laser streaming and paved the way for its novel applications [13–17], however,
many open questions remain. For example, is Au necessary for laser streaming? Besides quartz
and glass substrates, can we use other transparent materials? The answers to these questions
not only help us to understand the complicated process of laser streaming involving optical,
electronic, thermal and mechanical interactions, but also facilitate the design and development of
higher performance laser steaming pumps.
In this work, we will first explore the ion implantation of the most common metal iron (Fe) in
quartz slides for photoacoustic laser streaming. Tungsten (W) is then chosen for comparison
with Fe and Au. Glass and sapphire are selected for ion implantation as two closely related
transparent materials to quartz. Besides metals and substrates, we also systematically vary the
ion implantation dose and substrate thickness and investigate their effects on the performance of
laser streaming in terms of flow speed and duration. Finally, these effects and observations will
be analyzed and explained based on the principle of laser streaming and temperature simulation.
2.

Experimental setup

Laser streaming experiments were performed in a similar setup to our previous research as
shown in Fig. 1(a) [10]. Here we used a more common 532-nm laser instead of 527-nm laser
while keeping the same pulse width of 150 ns and the same 1 kHz repetition frequency. A lens
with a shorter focal length of 5 cm was used to focus laser on the ion implanted substrates to
generate streams. Flow speed and patterns were observed and recorded by a high-speed camera
through a zoom lens (Shenzhen Fangte: FT-U3F500). A thermal camera (FLIR E8-XT) was
used to measure the temperature distribution of laser focused substrate in air. A combination of
shadowgraph and stroboscopic photography was used to detect transient vapor, and a second and
delayed laser pulse was used as a strobe light.

Fig. 1. Photoacoustic laser streaming from Fe ion implanted quartz slides. (a) Schematic
of experimental setup. Thermal camera images were obtained in air without water. (b-d)
Snapshots of streaming from three quartz slides with thickness of (b) 1 mm, (c) 0.5 mm and
(d) 0.1 mm. The implantation dose is 2×1017 /cm2 and the incident laser power is 30 mW.
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Results and discussion

In the discovery and initial demonstration of laser streaming, Au was chosen because Au
nanoparticles are widely used in photoacoustic imaging as contrast agent and display a strong
optical absorption at the excitation laser wavelength due to surface plasmon resonance [18–20].
But this unique plasmonic property of Au nanoparticles also limits the selection of laser and
many potential applications of laser streaming [21,22]. To demonstrate the laser streaming with
non-plasmonic metals and find the effect of surface plasmon resonance on laser streaming, we
chose Fe, a most common and low-cost metal. We used 1-mm thick quartz substrate as before
and ion implanted the substrate with Fe to a dose of 2×1017 /cm2 at 55 kV. Surprisingly, a jet was
immediately generated from the Fe implanted quartz substrate immediately after turn-on of the
laser. Figure 1(b) shows the stream line of the jet, it can be seen that its flow pattern and flow
velocity are comparable with those from Au implanted quartz [10]. This finding proves that Au
is not the only material for laser streaming, many other metals and different lasers can be used to
generate photoacoustic laser streaming.
Since the ultrasound wave for laser streaming is launched from the quartz substrate, its
generation should be affected by the mechanical property of the substrate. In fact, it is well known
that a slab (slide) of quartz crystal is an excellent mechanical oscillator because it possesses a
spectrum of fundamental vibration frequency determined by its geometry and size. To investigate
the substrate effect, we chose quartz slides with three thicknesses at 1, 0.5 and 0.1 mm, and
implanted them with Fe ions to the same dose. Figures 1(b)–1(d) show the snapshots of jet
streams under the excitation of 30 mW laser. Despite a large difference in the thickness, three jets
have very close flow velocity. This observation indicates that the photoacoustic wave from the
laser focus spot is not strongly coupled to the whole body of the quartz slide. In the remaining
experiments, all the samples were prepared on substrate with thickness of 1 mm.
Besides the thickness, the type of substrate material is certainly another and even more
important consideration for photoacoustic wave because of very different mechanical and thermal
properties. Although both quartz and glass (amorphous quartz) were used to demonstrate
laser streaming because they are the most common laboratory materials as cover slides and
cuvettes, only quartz was used for ion implantation [10]. For a better comparison of substrate
with vastly different mechanical and thermal properties, we chose sapphire in comparison with
quartz and glass. We implanted the same dose of Au ions in these three types of substrates and
compared laser streaming under the same laser power of 20 mW. The snapshots of liquid flows in
Figs. 2(a)–2(c) reveal a huge difference between sapphire and quartz/glass: the streaming from
sapphire is almost invisible while glass substrate exhibits the highest initial flow speed of 3.1
cm/s. Sapphire is mechanically stronger and has a much higher melting point than quartz and
glass, so it is expected to produce a stronger acoustic wave and stronger streaming.
To investigate the cause of much weaker streaming from sapphire, we turned our attention
to their differences in thermal properties. The insets in Fig. 2(d) show the thermal images
of steady-state temperature distribution of the three substrates from the back side in air. It
should be noted that due to slow response of the camera, thermal images here are averaged
temperature distribution instead of a transient temperature gradient around the incident point
of laser. Nevertheless, the difference between three substrates is clear: sapphire (glass) has the
lowest (highest) local temperature at the laser focus spot, respectively. This difference comes
from the difference in their thermal conductivity: sapphire (glass) has the highest (lowest) thermal
conductivity of 34 W/m·K and 1 W/m·K, respectively. A higher substrate thermal conductivity
provides faster heat dissipation, resulting in a lower local temperature [23]. This understanding
can be further supported by our heat transfer simulation with Simulia Abaqus (details shown
in Supplement 1). Figure 2(d) shows the time evolution of the temperature of laser spot in
Au-implanted glass, quartz and sapphire. A larger effect of substrate thermal conductivity on
the transient temperature than the steady-state temperature can be seen, here the evaporation of
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Fig. 2. Laser streaming with different types of substrates. (a-c) Snapshots of streaming
from Au implanted (a) quartz, (b) glass and (c) sapphire under the excitation of 20 mW laser.
(d) Simulated temperature evolution of laser spot in Au-implanted glass, quartz and sapphire
plates. Insets are steady-state thermal images of the three samples in air. (e) Decay of flow
speed with the three substrates. (f-h) Optical transmission images of (f) quartz, (g) glass
and (h) sapphire plates after 2 minutes of laser irradiation. (i-j) The cross-section TEM
images of the Au-implanted glass before and after laser heating. (k) Relative brightness ratio
between irradiated region and surrounding area along the dotted line in (f)-(h). The power
of laser was 20 mW.

water above its boiling point is neglected. These observations suggest that local temperature is
important for the generation of photoacoustic wave.
Streaming speed is not the only consideration in the selection of substrate, durability is also
important for practical devices. Using the existing three Au-implanted substrates, we then
monitored the streaming over time under the same laser power. The results from Fig. 2(e) show
that although streaming from all three substrates decreases significantly, streaming from quartz
lasts much longer than that from sapphire and glass. The decreased jet speed must be due to
laser induced damage to the ion implanted Au or substrates, and such damages are ubiquitous
and have been well reported [24,25]. A quick visual inspection in Figs. 2(f)–2(h) confirms the
damages and reveals increased optical transmission through laser irradiated spots due to the
loss of implanted Au. The cross-section TEM images of Au-implanted glass in Figs. 2(i)–2(j)
indicate that the implanted Au breaks into very small particles, and less Au remains in the original
position after laser irradiation. A quantitative analysis of relative brightness between irradiated
and surrounding region in Fig. 2(i) further reveals that glass suffers from more loss of implanted
Au ions, which explain the faster decrease of streaming from glass substrate than quartz. In
summary, quartz is a better choice than glass and sapphire for strong and long-lasting streaming.
A convenient way to generate a strong jet is to increase implantation dose because a higher
dose will induce a stronger optical absorption. However, different materials might have different
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optimal doses and different effect of dose on the streaming. To obtain a rough comparison,
we chose two doses of 5×1016 /cm2 and 1×1017 /cm2 for Fe and Au implantations. Figure 3(a)
shows optical images of Au- and Fe-implanted quartz plates. The Fe and Au implantations can
be quickly distinguished by a reddish color of Au and a dark color of Fe. This difference can
also be seen from their optical transmission in Fig. 3(b), where the Au-implanted plate shows
an obvious transmission dip in short-wavelength because of surface plasmon resonance around
532 nm [26]. Because of higher optical absorption of Au than Fe, Au implanted quartz slides
produce stronger jets, as shown in Figs. 3(c)–3(f), however, when the dose doubles, the speed of
jet from Au implantation only increases slightly, while the jet speed increases more than double
for Fe implantation. Therefore, higher incident laser power or higher dosage is required for Fe in
order to achieve the same jet speed as Au implantation [27].

Fig. 3. Laser streaming of Au and Fe implanted quartz substrates with different concentrations. (a) Optical images and (b) transmission spectra of Au and Fe implanted quartz plates.
(c-f) Snapshots of jets from (c-d) Au and (e-f) Fe implanted quartz substrates. The incident
laser power was 30 mW.

To better compare efficiency of laser streaming with different metals, we adjusted implantation
doses such that a similar optical absorption was reached for different metals. We prepared two
sets of metals with Fe vs. Au as one group whereas Fe vs. W as the other group. Figures 4(a)–4(b)
show transmission spectra of four implanted quartz substrates, where the Fe/Au group has an
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absorption of ∼50% and the absorption of Fe/W group is ∼24%. Figures 4(c)–4(d) summarize
evolutions of streaming from the four samples. It can be seen that the Au is much more efficient
than Fe in laser streaming under the same optical absorption and excitation, but Fe is more stable
than Au. A much higher laser power is needed for Fe implanted substrate than Au implanted
quartz to generate flow at the same speed. Between Fe and W, Fe is more efficient, but W has
slightly more stable than Fe.

Fig. 4. Comparison of laser streaming from quartz substrates implanted by Au, Fe and W.
(a) Optical transmission spectra of quartz substrates implanted by Fe and Au. (b) Optical
transmission spectra of quartz substrates implanted by Fe and W. (c) Evolution of speed of
jets from Fe and Au implanted quartz substrates in (a). (d) Evolution of speed of jets from
Fe and W implanted quartz substrates in (b).

The demonstration of laser streaming with non-plasmonic metal ion implantation and the
most of above observations can be understood from the fundamental principle of photoacoustic
laser streaming. Although laser streaming is a combination of photoacoustic effect [13,15,16]
and acoustic streaming [14], photoacoustic effect takes place before acoustic streaming and
determines the strength of streaming. Because photoacoustic effect is a photothermal effect,
as long as laser pulses can be absorbed and converted to heat, photoacoustic wave will be
generated to drive the liquid, this is why both Fe and W work like Au, and other metals and
non-metals are also expected to work [27,28]. On the other hand, there does not exist a general
microscopic picture of the generation of ultrasound through the photothermal effect, and each
case can be different depending on detailed experimental conditions. Taking Au nanoparticles
suspended in water as an example, ultrasound can be generated either by thermal expansion of
Au nanoparticles themselves, or by thermal expansion of the surrounding water, or by transient
water vapor around nanoparticles [22,29]. In most cases, all these factors will contribute to the
generation of ultrasound.
Besides implantation and substrate materials, the laser itself is certainly critical for photoacoustic
laser streaming; in particular, our earlier work observed that a minimum incident power was
required [11]. Below such threshold, the streaming suddenly disappeared. A threshold power is
also observed with the 532-nm laser and ion implanted samples in this study. Figure 5(a) shows
the threshold power of Au and Fe samples with different implantation concentrations; here the
threshold power is calculated as the absorbed power based on the absorption coefficient and
incident power because the absorbed power will actually drive the photoacoustic waves. The
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Fig. 5. The effect of laser parameters on photoacoustic laser streaming. (a) Absorbed
threshold power for laser streaming using quartz plates with different implantation doses.
(b) Acoustic signals generated by 527-nm pulses with different pulse width. (c) Simulated
temperature evolution of laser spot in the Au-implanted quartz as in Fig. 4(a) under the
532-nm laser with different incident powers. (d) Simulated temperature evolution for the
experiment in (b).

pulse width is also an important parameter, a shorter pulse will result in a higher frequency of
the generated acoustic wave [30,31]. To explore its effect on the laser streaming, we vary the
pulse width of 527 nm laser from 110 ns to 280 ns while keeping the energy of each pulse fixed.
Figure 5(b) shows that with increasing pulse width, the acoustic signals decrease dramatically,
and at 280 ns it become too weak to be detected and laser streaming disappears completely
[10,30,31]. To understand the effect of power and pulse width, we also performed photothermal
simulation. Figure 5(c) reveals that the peak temperature of sample surface decreases quickly as
power is reduced and drops below the water boiling point at 11 mW. The same happens with the
pulse width; Fig. 5(d) shows that the temperature drops far below 100 ℃ when the pulse width
increases to 280 ns. These results indicate that the peak intensity is important for laser streaming.
High peak intensity can be satisfied with pulsed lasers [33,34]. A simple intensity modulation
of a CW laser by a mechanical chopper or an acousto-optic modulator will not produce high
intensity laser pulses for laser streaming despite a shorter pulse width [32–34].
The temperature simulations and the observed threshold power and pulse width suggest the
generation of transient vapor in the photothermal process of laser streaming. Transient vapor
was proposed in our first work to understand the threshold power [11], but was not confirmed in
our second work because no obvious bubble was observed [10]. To resolve this discrepancy and
obtain a better picture of ultrasound generation mechanism, we employ a high-speed shadowgraph
technique to detect any possible vapor or bubble [35,36]. Figure 6(a) shows the schematic of
experimental setup. A 527-nm pump laser is used to generate streaming as usual; a second
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527-nm laser is used as a strobe light to illuminate the flow in the front of the camera to create
an optical shadow. The pulse from the second laser is synchronized with the pump pulse using
a delay generator. Because both the delay and pulse width can be tuned on the nanosecond
scale, this high-speed shadowgraph offers a sub-microsecond time resolution, and it enables
us to capture the transient vapor. Figure 6(b) shows the moment the pump pulse strikes the
Au-implanted quartz, Fig. 6(c) shows the time when vapor is fully developed after 6 µs. Note that
the vapor forms a thin layer on the quartz surface and doesn’t develop into a full and detached
bubble as typically observed [37–40]. Compared to the large volume change of water vapor, the
thermal expansions of implanted metals and transparent substrates can be neglected [41,42]; this
is why transient vapor can enhance photoacoustic effect so much that it becomes a necessary
condition for laser streaming. Its thin layer has also avoided creating complicated flows or
disturbances that would be induced by larger sized bubbles.

Fig. 6. Laser-induced vapor film. (a) Experimental setup of high-speed shadowgraph
technique. (b-c) Shadowgraphs at delay time of 0 and 6 µs. (d-e) Snapshots of jets when the
laser repetition rate is (d) 10 Hz and (e) 8 Hz.

The observation of transient vapor and photothermal simulation help us to qualitatively
understand other observations. Since a higher local temperature will generate more vapor and
subsequently a stronger ultrasound wave, the thickness of a substrate should have no effect on
laser streaming, while a high thermal conductivity of substrate will greatly reduce laser streaming.
Because Au has a much higher thermal conductivity than that of Fe and W, thermal energy can
be efficiently transferred to water during laser irradiation, this is why Au is more effective for
laser streaming than Fe and W [22,27]. Due to the same reason, the threshold power of Au is
lower than that of Fe, samples with a higher implantation dose have a lower threshold power.
This is because the highly implanted region will have a higher thermal conductivity due to a
higher metallic atom concentration. As for the duration of laser streaming, we believe it is related
to the mechanical and thermal properties of implanted metals and substrates, because the decay
of streaming is caused by the loss of implanted metals. Specifically, we believe that the lower
melting point of Au is responsible for its shorter lifetime compared with Fe and W, and higher
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melting point and stronger mechanical strength of quartz is responsible for its longer streaming
compared to glass. Finally, we want to point out that laser streaming can also be tuned by incident
laser power and beam size. The relatively shorter streaming time in this work is due to much
tighter laser focusing than before [10,11]. When a lens with longer focal length of 15 centimeters
is used, the streaming can easily last for over one hour without significant decay for any metals.
Since each jet generated from a single laser pulse can last for about 100 ms according to our
previous work [10], a minimum of 10 Hz is required to generate a continuous flow, as can be
seen from Figs. 6(d) and 6(e).
4.

Conclusion

In summary, we have demonstrated photoacoustic laser streaming using non-plasmonic metals
implanted in transparent substrates, we have found that quartz is the best substrate for strong
and durable streaming, Au is the best metal for strong streaming, while Fe and W are better for
durable streaming. A combination of a metal with high thermal conductivity and a substrate with
low thermal conductivity is required to generate a strong streaming, while to achieve long-lasting
streaming, metals with higher melting points and substrates with higher melting points and
stronger mechanical strength are preferred. The generation of transient vapor is observed by high
speed shadowgraph, and it sets the threshold of laser power and pulse width for laser streaming.
Since a high local temperature and ultrasound will be created by pulsed laser, damage to materials
is inevitable, thus it remains as a challenge to achieve strong and long-lasting streaming, more
research is needed to identify new materials and make new device design for practical applications
in microfluidics and optofluidics.
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